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NOLITA CAMI
Cut from tissue-weight silk crepe de chine, this airy style features a ruched neckline with
tie and an unfinished hem for a contrastinly rugged feel. Compliment yours with skinny
jeans.

Size: XS,S,M,L,XL
Color: Pink,Black €150.00

Size: XS,S,M,L,XL
Color: White €185.00

No matter where you are in the world, a crisp, clean oxford is always in style.

LUDLOW OXFORD TOP

TORI TANK
A simple ribbed cotton tank. Great for layering.

Size: M,L,XL
Color: Indigo €60.00

Size: XS,S,M,L,XL
Color: Purple €224.00

This classic maxi dress drapes beautifully throughout body and sweeps in a light A-line to
the floor. Keep a casual chic look by pairing with a jean jacket or go glam with a statement
necklace.

RACER BACK MAXI DRESS

ELIZABETH KNIT TOP
The demure Elizabeth Knit features a semi sheer open weave and a forgiving silhouette. A
nude camisole underneath keeps a stylish but conservative look.

Size: XS,S,M,L,XL
Color: White €210.00

Size: S,M,L
Color: Taupe €275.00

Refresh your knitwear collection with our silk blend top. Layer over a bold hue for
maximum contrast.

DELANCY CARDIGAN SWEATER



ESSEX PENCIL SKIRT
A classic pencil skirt that feels refreshingly modern. Crafted from our lighweight refined
wool, the Jane skirt is an essential piece for on-the-go professionals.

Size: 2,4,6,8,10
Color: Charcoal €185.00

Size: 2,4,6,8,10
Color: Silver €305.00

Our feminine wool-blend frock transitions seamlessly from day to night. We suggest
wearing with classic heels and a standout strand necklace.

LUDLOW SHEATH DRESS

LAFAYETTE CONVERTIBLE DRESS
This all day dress has a flattering silhouette and a convertible neckline to suit your mood.
Wear tied and tucked in a sailor knot, or reverse it for a high tied feminine bow.

Size: 2,6,8,10
Color: Blue €340.00

Size: 26,27,28,29,30,31,32
Color: Black €185.00

The perfect jean for travel. Extra strech for a comfortable and flattering fit. Pair with a
loose fit top and nude pumps for a modern silhouette.

TRIBECA SKINNY JEAN

DUMBO BOYFRIEND JEAN
Our straight leg jeans combine the comfort of a boyfriend-fit with the clean look of
tailoring. Wear yours cuffed with a collar blouse and feminine flats to look fresh even after
a long flight

Size: 26,27,28,29,30,31,32
Color: Blue €210.00

Size: 2,4,6,8,10,12
Color: Taupe €245.00

Break away from the trend with these elegant pleat front pants. The high waistline and
wide leg creates a feminine sihouette that's flattering on any figure. Pair with d'Orsay
pumps and a waist belt.

PARK AVENUE PLEAT FRONT TROUSERS



TRIBECA SKINNY JEAN
The perfect jean for packing. Extra strech for a comfortable and flattering fit. Pair with a
loose fit top and nude pumps for a modern, travel friendly outfit.

Complete ease of movement for anything from beachcombing to city touring.

VILLA BERMUDA SHORTS

CORNELIA SKIRT
Durable yet stylish for around the world adventures.

A classic in denim, our over-dyed straight-cut jean easily dresses up or down.

GRAND SLIM STRAIGHT JEAN

HESTER ANKLE PANT
Hester Pants are a sophisticated way to work the ankle length trend this season.

Cashmere and cotton marry in our figure forgiving day dress.

ANGELA WRAP DRESS



JANE DRESS
Leather panels add a tuff touch to a classic LBD.

A demure selection for any occasion.

JACQUELINE MEDALLION DRESS

LUDLOW SEERSUCKER TOP
No matter where you are in the world, a crisp, clean oxford is always in style.

Sharply tailored and perfect for spring season.

GANS TRENCH COAT

SHERI COLLAR SHIRT
A relaxed and wrinkle resistant shirt, perfect for packing and travel.

A relaxed and wrinkle resistant travel shirt.

CHARCOAL SHERI COLLAR SHIRT



MILLI CARDIGAN
Polished femininity in this cover-up of choice.

A simple stretch cotton camisole with hidden shelf bra. Great for layering.

STRETCH COTTON CAMISOLE

NOA SHEER BLOUSE
A play on professional wear, our modern Noa Blouse has a semi sheer appearance.

Our timeless mid blue jean jacket enhances the laidback look of this season's sundresses.

BROOKLYN JEAN JACKET

BLACK NOLITA CAMI
Cut from tissue-weight silk crepe de chine, this airy style features a ruched neckline with
tie and an unfinished hem for a contrastinly rugged feel. Compliment yours with skinny
jeans.

Size: XS,S,M,L,XL
Color: Pink,Black €150.00
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